TARA MUSIC are dedicated to producing the very best of Irish / Celtic music. This catalogue contains details of albums by some of the leading Irish artists including; Planxty, Clannad, Christy Moore, Shaun Davey, Davy Spillane, Bill Whelan, Stocktons Wing, Moving Hearts, Rita Connolly and many more.

VARIous : Masters of Their Craft


Planxty : After the Break

Musicians:- Christy Moore - Vocals & guitar, Donal Lunny - Bouzouki, Andy Irvine - Vocals & mandolin. Liam O'Flynn - Uilleann pipes & whistle, Matt Molloy - Flute


Planxty : The Woman I Loved So Well


Christy Moore : Live in Dublin

Musicians:- Christy Moore - Guitar & vocals. Donal Lunny - Bouzouki, guitar and background vocals.

Tracks:- (1) Hey Sandy (2) The Boys of Barr Na Sraide (3) Little Mother (4) Clyde's Bonnie Banks (5) Pretty Boy Floyd (6) Bogey's Bonnie Belle (7) The Crack Was Ninety In The Isle Of Man (8) Black Is The Colour Of My True Love's Hair (9) One Last Cold Kiss

Christy Moore : Prosperous

From this historic album recorded in 1972 emerged the group Planxty and thus Christy is joined by Donal Lunny - bouzouki, Andy Irvine - mandolin & harmonica, Liam O'Flynn - uilleann pipes, plus other such musicians as Kevin Connell (The Chieftains) - bodhran.

CRISTHY MOORE : THE IRON BEHIND THE VELVET


FRANKIE GAVIN & DE DANNAN : JIGS, REELS & ROCK N’ ROLL

Musicians: Frankie Gavin Fiddle, Viola, Flutes & Whistles, Damien Mullan Accordion, Eric Cunningham, Bodhran, Snare, Flutes & Whistles Mike Galvin Guitar & Bouzouki, Michelle Lalley Vocals, Special Guest - Ron Wood Lap Steel


THE BRENDAN VOYAGE : Composed by SHAUN DAVEY

A Celtic Suite for Orchestra, Soloists, Pipe Band and Choir. Soloists include Rita Connolly, Liam O’Flynn, Iarla O’Lionaird, Helen Davies and many more, Narrator Mick Lalley


The Brittania Brass and Reed Band

Tracks: (6)

THE RELIEF OF DERRY SYMPHONY : Composed by SHAUN DAVEY

Featured Soloists: Liam O’Flynn, Gerard McCrystal & Rita Connolly with The Ulster Orchestra conducted by Gearoid Grant. Also featuring: Organist William West. Pipe Band co-ordination and direction: Pipe Major Iain MacDonald, The Colmcke Pipe Band led by Pipe Major Brian Hasson accompanied by members of: The Graham Memorial Pipe Band, The Neilstone and District Pipe Band, The Rutherglen Pipe Band, sections from The Brittainia Brass and Reed Band and St. Mary’s Concert Band.

The Graham Memorial Pipe Band, The Colmcke Pipe Band led by Pipe Major Brian Hasson accompanied by members of:

Tracks: Consists of Four Movements.
**MAY WE NEVER HAVE TO SAY GOODBYE : SHAUN DAVEY**

Music: Celebration for Celtic Soloists with Choir, Pipeband, Percussion and Orchestra

**Voices From The Merry Cemetery : SHAUN DAVEY**

This groundbreaking album is the product of a highly unusual collaboration between the well-known Irish composer Shaun Davey, working with Irish and Romanian musicians.

**CLANNAD : CRANN ULL**

Musicians: Maire Ni Bhraonain, Ciaran O Braonain, Pol O Braonain, Padraig O Dugain, Noel O Dugain.

**CLANNAD : FUAIM**


**MOVING HEARTS : THE STORM**


**SEAMUS ENNIS : THE BEST OF IRISH PIPING**

Double CD featuring ‘THE PURE DROP’ & ‘THE FOX CHASE’
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### THE VOICE SQUAD: CONCERNING OF THREE YOUNG MEN

**Track List:**

- (1) The Bonny Light Horseman
- (2) As I Roved Out
- (3) The Boar’s Head Carol
- (4) Gabbam Malta Bride
- (5) The Rambling Irishman
- (6) Reconciliation
- (7) Courting Is A Pleasure
- (8) The Rich Man And The Poor Man
- (9) Wondrous Love

Barcode: CD 5391519681282

"all three singers merge miraculously into a single, enchanting confluence." - The Irish Times.

### THE VOICE SQUAD: MANY'S THE FOOLISH YOUTH

**Track List:**

- (1) When a Man’s in Love
- (2) The Bonny Irish Maid
- (3) Willie Taylor
- (4) The Banks of the Bann
- (5) The Holly She Bears a Berry
- (6) The Parting Glass
- (7) Kilmore Carol
- (8) Annan Waters
- (9) Shepherds Arise
- (10) Down in Yon Forest
- (11) A Fond Kiss
- (12) Annan Waters

Barcode: CD 5099207400428

### THE VOICE SQUAD: HOLLY WOOD

**Track List:**

- (1) The Coventry Carol
- (2) The Cocks are Crowing
- (3) The Sheepstealers
- (4) A Stor Mo Chroi
- (5) Jimmy Murphy
- (6) I am Stretched on your Grave
- (7) Good People All
- (8) The Brown and The Yellow Ale
- (9) Sarah Jane
- (10) DoD of Brandy
- (11) Ode to Autumn
- (12) Lord Ann Montgomery

Barcode: CD 658206401321

### NOEL HILL & TONY LINNANE: NOEL HILL & TONY LINNANE

**Musicians:**

- Noel Hill - Concertinas, Tony Linnane - Fiddle, Matt Molloy - Flute, Alec Finn - Bouzouki
- & mando-cello, Michael O'Domhnaill - Church Harmonium.

**Track List:**

- (1) Humours of Ballyconnell/Drunken Landlady/Ryan’s Reel
- (2) Geese in the Bog
- (3) Joe Cooley’s Hornpipe/Miss Monaghan
- (4) Skylark/Foxhunter
- (5) Reevey’s Reel
- (6) Golden Keyboard
- (7) Killoran’s Reel
- (8) Mountain Road
- (9) Anderson’s Reel
- (10) Carthy’s/Sweeney’s Dream
- (11) Johnny Cope
- (12) Scotsman over the Boarder
- (13) Daniel O’Connell
- (14) The Home Ruler
- (15) Kitty’s Wedding

Barcode: CD 5099207200622

### STOCKTON’S WING: STOCKTON’S WING

**Musicians:**

- Maurice Lennon - Fiddle, Tommy Hayes - Bodhran, Kieran Hanrahan - Banjo, mandolin, bouzouki & harmonica
- Paul Roche - Flute, Tony Callanan - Guitar & vocals.

**Track List:**

- (1) The Humours Of Tulla/The Bucks Of Oranmore (Reels)
- (2) The Maid Behind The Bar (Reel)
- (3) Padraig O’Keefe’s (Jig)
- (4) No Man’s Land (Song)
- (5) The Green Gates/The Boy In The Gap (Reels)
- (6) The Drops Of Brandy (Slip Jig)
- (7) The Concert Reel/The High Road To Linton (Reels)
- (8) Pleasant And Delightful (Song)
- (9) Queen Of The Fair (Jig)
- (10) Sonny Brogan’s/Charlie Lennon’s (Mazurkas)
- (11) Bold Donnelly (Song)
- (12) Lord McDonald’s/’The Wild Irishman’ (Reels)

Barcode: CD 658206200429

### STOCKTON’S WING: STOCKTON’S WING LIVE - TAKE ONE

**Musicians:**

- Maurice Lennon - Fiddle, Viola, Vocals
- Kieran Hanrahan - Banjo, Mandolin, Harmonica.
- Paul Roche - Flute, Whistle, Vocals
- Mike Hanrahan - Guitar & vocals.
- Fran Breen - Drums
- Tony Molloy - Bass.

**Additional Musicians:**

- Bill Whelan - Keyboards
- John Kearns - Bass
- Brian Callanan - Percussion.

**Track List:**

- (1) Sally Lennon’s (2) Walk Away
- (3) Skidoo
- (4) The Chicago Set
- (5) Beautiful Affair
- (6) Silent Dreams (7) In Our World
- (8) The Golden Stud
- (9) The Mason’s Apron
- (10) Sally Lennon’s
- (11) In Our World
- (12) The Mason’s Apron

Barcode: CD 658206401628

### STOCKTON’S WING: COLLECTION

**Musicians:**

- Maurice Lennon - Fiddle, Viola, Vocals
- Tommy Hayes - Bodhran, Jew’s Harp, Bones,
- Spoons, Kieran Hanrahan - Banjo, Mandolin, Bouzouki, Guitar, Harmonica.
- Paul Roche - Flute, Whistle, Low Whistle, Vocals.
- Mike Hanrahan - Guitar & vocals.

**Track List:**

- (1) The Drops Of Brandy
- (2) Trip To London
- (3) Take A Chance
- (4) Cameron Highlander's
- (5) The Concert Reel
- (6) High Road To Linton
- (7) Walk Away
- (8) The Belltable
- (9) My Darling Asleep
- (10) The Maid Behind The Bar
- (11) The Green Gates
- (12) Dirt Track To The Sky
- (13) The Golden Stud
- (14) Promenade Love
- (15) Austin Tierney's
- (16) Skidoo
- (17) Ceile Swing
- (18) Beautiful Affair
- (19) The Humours Of Tulla
- (20) The Chicago Set

Barcode: CD 5099207000420

### STOCKTON’S WING: IN OUR WORLD

**Musicians:**

- Maurice Lennon - Fiddle, Viola, Vocals
- Kieran Hanrahan - Banjo, Mandolin, Bouzouki, Guitar, Harmonica.
- Paul Roche - Flute

**Track List:**

- (1) Sally Lennon’s
- (2) In Our World

Barcode: CD 5391519681282

### STOCKTON’S WING: PLEASURE PRANKS

**Musicians:**

- Maurice Lennon - Fiddle
- Kieran Hanrahan - Banjo

**Track List:**

- (1) Sally Lennon’s
- (2) In Our World

Barcode: CD 658206401321
### STOCKTON’S WING : **TAKE A CHANCE**

**Musicians:** Maurice Lennon - Fiddle, Viola, Vocals, Tommy Hayes - Bodhran, Jew’s Harp, Bones, Spoons, Kieran Hanrahan - Banjo, Mandolin, Bouzouki, Guitar, Harmonica, Paul Roche - Flute, Whistle, Low Whistle, Vocals, Mike Hanrahan - Guitar & vocals, Tony Callanan - Guitar, Maura O’Connell - Backing Vocals

**Tracks:**
1. My Darling Asleep/Sonny Brogans (Jigs)
2. Boys Of The Lough, Star of Munster (Reels)
3. Cameron Highlander’s (4) Take A Chance (Song)
4. Bill Harte’s, Going To The Well For Water (Jig & Slide)
5. Fiddler John (Song)
6. The Frost Is All Over, Queen Of The Rushes (Jigs)
7. The Post Man
8. Ten Thousand Miles (Song)
9. Austin Tierneys, Hughie Travers, Jenny’s Chickens (Reels & Jigs)

**Barcode:** CD 658206300426

---

### THE VERY BEST OF IRISH JIGS, REELS & SONGS

**TARA BCD502**

3 ORIGINAL CDS PERFORMED BY STOCKTON’S WING

For Track lists see Stockton’s Wing (TARA2004) - Take A Chance (TARA3004) and The Crooked Rose (TARA 3028) above

---

### STOCKTON’S WING : **LETTING GO**

**Musicians:** Maurice Lennon - Fiddle, viola & vocals. Paul Roche - Flute, whistles & vocals. Eamon McElholm - Lead vocals, guitar, cello & keyboards. David McNevin - Banjo & mandolin. Guest Musicians:

**Tracks:**
1. Letting Go
2. The Maids of Castlebar
3. Jig Mayhem!
4. Another Day
5. All the Time
6. Eastwood
7. The Rossclougher Jigs
8. I’ll Believe Again
9. Anyone Out There
10. The Sliabh (Sliive) Lucan Polkas
11. Hold You Forever

**Barcode:** CD 5099207303620

---

### STOCKTON’S WING : **THE CROOKED ROSE**


**Tracks:**
1. The Master’s Daughter
2. Some Fools Cry
3. Aaron’s Key (Jigs)
4. When You Smiled
5. Angel
6. The Humours of Clonmult (Slide/Jig/Reel)
7. Black Hil
8. The Prince’s Feather (Reels)
9. Chasing Down a Rainbow
10. Catalina (Waltz)
11. Lonesome Road
12. Stars in the Morning East (Air)

**Barcode:** CD 5099207302821

---

### MAURICE LENNON of Stockton’s Wing : **BRIAN BORU - THE HIGH KING OF TARA**


**Tracks:**
1. Brian’s Theme
2. The Burning of Boruma
3. Gathering the Dal gCais
4. Mystical Powers
5. Lá Ollamh
6. Saint Patrick’s Cross
7. Stone of Destiny
8. Aisling
9. Brian Boru’s March
10. Tree of Sorrows
11. My Reign Is Over
12. Epilogue “Kincora”

**Barcode:** CD 658206303823

---

### DAVY SPILLANE BAND : **OUT OF THE AIR**

**Musicians:** Davy Spillane - Uilleann pipes & low whistle. Anthony Drennan - Guitar, James Delaney - Keyboards, Paul Moran - Drums & percussion. Tony Molloy - Bass

**Guest Musicians:** Rory Gallagher - Electric & acoustic slide guitars and electric sitar. Brian Palm - Harmonica.

**Tracks:**
1. Atlantic Bridge
2. River of Gems
3. Daire’s Dream
4. The Storm
5. Mystic Seaciffs
6. The Road to Ballyalla
7. Litton Lane
8. One for Phil

**Barcode:** CD 658206201723

---

### DAVY SPILLANE : **ATLANTIC BRIDGE**


**Tracks:**
1. Davy’s Reels
2. Atlantic Bridge
3. Daire’s Dream
4. Tribute to Johnny Doran
5. O’Neill’s Statement
6. By the River of Gems
7. Silverish
8. The Pigeon on the Gate
9. In My Life
10. Landsdowne Blues

**Barcode:** CD 5099207301923
**DAVY SPILLANE : PIPEDREAMS**


**Tracks:** (1) Shifting Sands (2) Undertow (3) Shorelines (4) Call Across the Canyon (5) Midnight Walker (6) Mistral (7) Rainmaker (8) Stepping in Silence (9) Morning Wings (10) Corcomroe

**DAVY SPILLANE : SHADOW HUNTER**


**Tracks:** (1) Introduction; Lucy’s Tune/Indiana Drones (2) Carron Streams (3) Watching the Clock (4) Walker of The Snow (5) Hidden Ground (6) The White Crow (7) Moyasta Junction (8) Journeys of a Dreamer (9) One Day in June (10) Equinox (11) The Host of the Air

**EAST WIND : ANDY IRVINE AND DAVY SPILLANE**


**Tracks:** (1) Chetvorno Horo (2) The Bear’s Rock (3) Dance of Suleiman (4) Illiyriann Dawn (5) Pride of Macedonia (6) Antice (7) Two Steps to the Bar (8) Kadana (9) Hard on the Heels

**LIAM O'FLYNN : THE PIPER’S CALL**


**Tracks:** (1) The Humours of Kiltyclogher/Julia’s Clifford’s (2) The Pleasures of Hope/Rick Rambles (3) An Droichead (The Bridge) (4) Miss Admiral Gordon’s Strathspey (5) Sliabh na mBán (The Women’s Mountain) (6) The Drunken Landlady/McKenna’s Reels (7) Muineira de Poio/Muineira de Ourense (8) Bean Dubh an Ghleanna (The Dark Woman of the Glen) (9) The Humours of Carrigaholt Set (10) The Gold Ring (11) Marcha de Breixo/Marcha de Lousame

**LIAM O'FLYNN : OUT TO ANOTHER SIDE**


**LIAM O'FLYNN : THE GIVEN NOTE**


**Tracks:** (1) O'Farrell's Welcome to Limerick (2) O'Rourke's/The Merry Sisters/Colonel Fraser (3) Come with me over the Mountain/A Smile in the Dark (4) Farewell To Govan (5) Joyce's Tune (6) The Green Island/Spellan The Fiddler (7) Foiada de Elvina (8) Ag Taistle Na Blamar (Travelling Through Blarney) (9) TheRambler/The Aherlow Jig (10) The Smith's a Gallant Fireman (11) Romeo's Exile (12) Rocks of Bawn (13) Cailin na Grauaige Doinne (The Girl of the Brown Hair) (14) Teno un Amor na Montana/Alborada: Unha Noite no Santo Cristo
DIARMUID O'LEYE & THE BARDS : CLASSIC IRISH BALLADS


THE EMERALD ISLE SINGERS : MEMORIES OF IRELAND

Tracks:- (1) With My Shillelagh Under My Arm (2) Danny Boy (3) Rose Of Tralee (4) Mary from Dungloe (5) Wild Rover (6) Banks Of My Own Lovely Lee (7) Mountains of Mourne (8) Galway Bay (9) The Old Bog Road (10) Medley: If You're Irish/McNamara's Band/Long Way to Tipperary/Phil The Fluter's Ball (11) I'll Take You Home Again Kathleen (12) Cockles and Mussels (13) Forty Shades of Green (14) Stone Outside Dan Murphy's Door (15) Maggie (16) Fields of Athenry (17) When Irish Eyes Are Smilin' (18) Tower I Loved So Well (19) My Wild Irish Rose (20) National Anthem (The Soldiers Song)

PADDY GLACKIN & PADDY KEENAN : Doublin


FRANKIE GAVIN : Fierce Traditional

Musicians:- Frankie Gavin - Fiddle & Flute, Brian McGrath - Piano & Banjo, Alec Finn - Bouzouki, Sean Gavin - Accordion.


FRANKIE GAVIN with Hibernian Rhapsody : The Full Score


FRANKIE GAVIN with The Carl Hession Orchestra : Shamrock & Holly

Musicians:- Frankie Gavin - Whistle, Flute, Fiddle & Viola, Carl Hession - Piano, Church Organ & Keyboards, Joe Bernie - Saxophone

Tracks:- (1) First Noel (2) Children’s Chimes (3) Silent Night (4) Turkey Reel (5) Adeste Fideles (6) The Holly & The Ivy (7) Tommy Cohen’s Christmas Eve (8) Angels We Have Heard On High (9) Ragtime Rudolph (10) Ding Dong Merrily On High (11) Away In A Manger (12) The Holly Reel (13) Hark The Herald Angels Sing (14) Jingle Bell Jazz

MÁIRTÍN O'CONNOR : THE ROAD WEST


MÁIRTÍN O’CONNOR : RAIN OF LIGHT


Tracks: (1) The Big Smoke (2) The Emigrant (3) The Corribean (4) The Snake (5) The Shape of things to come (6) Reels; Trip to Bright City / Farewell to the Land

Rain of Light Fireworks Suite (7) St. Patrick's Dream (8) Emcee Squared Dance (9) Montserrat (10) Finale (Rain of Light Reel)

ZOË CONWAY + JOHN Mac INTYRE: Go Mairir i bhFad – Long Life to You

Twelve of the leading lights in Irish traditional music were commissioned to compose a piece for fiddle and guitar with the aim of collectively presenting a snapshot of traditional Irish music alive today.

Musicians: Zoë Conway - Fiddle, John Mac Intyre - Guitar,


ZOË CONWAY : The Horses Tail

Musicians: Zoë Conway - Fiddle, Vocals, Steve Cooney - Guitar, Robbie Harris - Bodhran, John McIntyre - Guitar, Lisa Conway - Vocals


ZOË CONWAY : The Horses Tail


ZOË CONWAY : Zoë Conway Live - DVD

The DVD was recorded live in June 2006 at The Holy Trinity Church in Carlingford, Co. Louth. In addition to Zoë on fiddle & vocals, also features are John McIntyre on guitar & Robbie Harris on Bodhran. With features 12 live recordings of tunes and songs taken from her first 2 recordings Zoë Conway and The Horse's Tail as well as some previously unrecorded material


RITA CONNOLLY : RITA CONNOLLY


JOSEPHINE MARSH : JOSEPHINE MARSH


Tracks: (1) The Boogie Reel/The Cocktail (2) Cape Breton/The Dancing Master (3) Tony Dalton's/Tay in a Bucket (4) Paddy's Polkas (5) Matthew's Waltz (6) John Naughton's/Return to Camden Town (7) Bold Doherty/Northern Jig (8) Bains/Michael Joe Kennedy's (9) The Shephard (10) Tommy Mulhare's/East of Glendart (11) Lad O'Beirne's/Phyllis' Birthday (12) O Carolan's Receipt (13) Wallop the cat from under the Table/Onions and Bunions/The SPLIT Second Jig (14) Raitlin Island/Michael Joe Kennedy's

JOHN AHERN : THE BEST OF IRISH BALLADS


NOLLAIG CASEY & ARTY McGLYNN : CAUSEWAY


Tracks: (1) Causeway (2) Cabbage and Cale (3) Sao Leo 'Thoil (4) Jack Palance's Reel (5) Tra an Phearla (Strand of the Pearl) (6) Rainy Summer (7) A Stor mo Chroi (8) Comanche Moon (9) The Trip to Tokyo (10) Dun Na Sead (Fort of Jewels) (11) Murals (12) Lois Na Banriona (Fort of the Fairy Queen)

ALAN KELLY : MOSAIC


THE CONNEMARA SUITE : COMPOSER BILL WHELAN

Performers by The Irish Chamber Orchestra Conducted by David Jones

Soloists : Zoé Conway Solo Fiddle Morgan Crowley Vocal and Lifting Colm Dunne Dance Percussion

Fionnuala Hunt Solo Violin Michelle Mulcahy Harp Bill Whelan Lifting

Tracks: (1) Innishlacken (I) The Currach (II) The Island Terns (III) Evening Céili (2) Erris Beg (3) (1) Carna Dawn (II) Macdara’s (III) An Cistin

THE SEVILLE SUITE : composed by BILL WHELAN


Tracks: (1) Kinsale (2) O'Donnell’s Lament (3) Pedro de Zubiaur (4) Fr. Conroy's Jig (5) The Storm (6) The Coast of Galicia (7) The Road to La Coruna (8) Caracena

Including; 'TIMEDANCE '92' featuring Liam O'Flynn, Andy Irvine & Donal Lunny.

Bonus Tracks: (1) The Humours of Barrack Street (2) Isercleran (3) The Ballymun Regatta and (4) Dun Briste
MICHELLE LALLY of de DANNAN : IF THIS BE LOVE

Musicians: Michelle Lally - Vocals Frankie Gavin - fiddle & flute. Tim Edey Guitar. All other instrumentation Eugene Kelly

Tracks:-(1) If this be love (2) The Lark in the clear air (3) Ruby Rose (4) Wonder Child (5) There is no Night (6) Wild Mountainside (7) Angel (8) Still by your side (9) All the ways you wander (10) Ride On (11) Black is the colour (12) Ave Maria (13) Misha Mo Chroí.

TARA 4019

ROISIN DEMPSEY : SPIRIT OF AN IRISH CHRISTMAS

Musicians: Roisin Dempsey - lead vocal Declan Masterson - Bouzouki /Whistles/Pipes, David Hayes - Keyboards Nick Bailey - Percussion. Nigel Davey - Box accordion Colm O’Tiarnaigh - Fiddle

Tracks:-(1) When a Child is Born (2) Hodie Christus / God rest Ye Merry Gentlemen (3) Dun Oiche Úd i mBeithil (4) Good King Wenceslas (5) Nella Fantasia (6) The Sans Day Carol (The Holly Bears a Berry) (7) Ave Maria (8) What Child is This? (9) Deck The Halls / Utters Polska (10) O Holy Night (11) The Wexford Carol

TARA 4014

EMMA KATE TOBIA : AISLING NA NGAEL (AN IRISH DREAM)

Musicians: Emma Kate Tobia - Soprano Frank Buckley - Pianist, With The City of Cork Male Voice Choir and The Chorus of Opera Cork

Tracks:-(1) Fill, Fill, a Rún Ó (Return my Love) (2) Carrigdhoun (3) Óró, ’s é do Bheatha ’Bhaile (Oh You are welcome home) (4) An Mhaighdean Mhara (Maid of the Sea) (5) Róisín Dubh (Dark Rosaleen) (6) Deus Meus (My God) (7) Eanacht na nAnsacht (Beloved of Beloveds) (8) Ag Crios an Siol (To Christ the Seed) (9) An Raibh Tú ag an gCarraig? (Were you at the Rock?) (10) Glory O! to the Bold Fenian Men (11) Ansacht na nAnsacht (Beloved of Beloveds) (12) An Droimeann Donn Dílis (Dear Faithful Brown Cow)

TARA 4015

TREEHOUSE DINER : FIRST SIGN


Tracks:-(1) Perfectly Happy (2) Don’t Love Get Moving (3) Brilliant Sunshine (4) A Much Loved Man (5) Over Here (6)

TROCK 7001

SINÉAD STONE & GERARD FARRELLY : LEGACY OF A QUITE MAN

Including 'The Isle of Innisfree'” - theme of the film 'The Quite Man'


Tracks:-(1) Seolta Bána (2) The Isle of Innisfree (3) Annaghdown (4) People Like you and Me (5) If you ever Fall in Love Again (6) When Today is Yesterday (7) Shores of Loch Leven (8) We Dreamed Our Dreams (9) Cottage by the Lee (10) The Gypsy Maiden (11) Black is the Colour (12) Siobhán.

Seolta 001

PHIL CALLERY : FROM THE EDGE OF MEMORY


TARA 4007

For more information on all Tara Music titles visit our website at www.taramusic.com